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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

THE NEXT GENERATION OF
DOWNTOWN
Robust growth, thoughtful public investments,
complementary public and private initiatives; these
set the table for the next version of Greenville
THE 2030 PLAN
The downtown planning effort is focused on
key initiatives that can advance the economic
and physical success of downtown Greenville
in the next 5 to 10 years. The past decade of
growth and investment has created a new
paradigm for the city. The challenge becomes
how best to grow denser, become more diverse, and yet maintain a sense of place that
draws people to the region.
Greenville’s legacy of investing in great public
spaces and infrastructure that connects people
to one another and to a sense of place has driven a decade of increased investment, national
recognition, and new economic drivers.
As we examine the current context for indications about future opportunities, it is clear
that Greenville excels in delivering a spectacular downtown setting animated by unique
shops, entertainment, and recreation amenities and a unique mix of local and national
businesses in a time-honored Main Street
environment.
We ask how we can leverage this character
into a continuously evolving and attractive urban center that generates greater opportunity
for residents and businesses.

Our team has approached this plan update as
a two-prong strategy. First, how best to focus
on public and private investment over the next
five-plus years. It is clear Greenville needs to
compete effectively for the next generation of
creative businesses that will attract a talented workforce into this beautiful, energetic
setting. The downtown has clearly been the
attraction that draws visitors and prospective
businesses into an opportunistic setting with
potential for success in a new high-performing
economy and a complimentary-quality of life.
Second, the economic challenge is to grow the
employment base and create attractive opportunities for young businesses in the context
of high-performing regional urban centers
within a 2-hour travel time. This is in order
to support and sustain a growing jobs sector
with competitive wage and salary benefits.

The physical plan components focus on developing a clearer vision for how the city should
evolve as a place of character including the
refinement of tools and development policies
that ensure Greenville continues to evolve in
a way that reinforces the legacy of great city
building in the Upstate of South Carolina.
The specific steps to manage the next wave of
growth and investment strategies are summarized in this section, and further explained in
the body of the report. These observations and
suggestions come out of an intensive process
of engaging corporate leaders, local institutions, citizen focus groups, and public meetings designed to explore opportunities and
options that address issues and lead to fulfilling common aspirations.

Related to jobs growth and prosperity, this
study highlights the need to creatively address
the economic gentrification and dislocation
of long-time residents and families forced to
move out of downtown as taxes and redevelopment pressures grow. Affordable housing, transportation, and workforce training
become important components to a holistic
approach to retention and improvement.
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DOWNTOWN BUSINESS
ATTRACTION INITIATIVE
Creating a robust business environment to attract
workers and visitors throughout the day
BUSINESS ANCHOR STRATEGY
In recent years an oversupply of new Class
A office space relative to demand from new
and existing office tenants constrained the
downtown office market. Many tenants
occupying the newest, highest quality
spaces have moved from older spaces in the
downtown market. As a result, while the
new product is succeeding, downtown lacks
a long-term driver of new office employment.
While the city and the Greenville region
require robust business attraction strategies,
downtown has explicitly been and will
remain the center for office employment in
the Upstate. As downtown looks to the future,
bold investments to sustain job growth should
be at the forefront of public decision making.
Success at the same scale of regional peers
and national competitors requires downtown
Greenville to invest in an anchor that drives
employment growth and business relocation.
Anchors for downtown employment should be:
•• Sufficiently large (in either capital invest-

ment or employees) to indicate a long-term
commitment to downtown and build business confidence to relocate;
•• Valuable to “spin-off” firms that will ben-

efit from being nearby; and
•• A destination for residents, tourists, and

business travelers.

Three such anchor strategies are available to
Greenville. The first is a major investment in
a small number of firms to relocate to Greenville. This “headquarters” strategy has been
the center of economic development efforts for
the Greenville region for decades. Second, an
academic institution can locate a major investment in downtown, and third, downtown can
develop a strong entrepreneurial culture to
grow from within. Greenville should take the
time, energy, and resources that have been
devoted to headquarters attraction in the
past and use them to pursue a strategy that
ties together the strengths of educational and
entrepreneurial employment. Benefits of this
strategy over traditional headquarters investments include:
•• Greater long-term stability: Educational

institutions and small businesses often
have deep local roots in the community
and are less likely to leave in changing economic or business conditions.
•• Better access to a talented workforce:

Colleges and universities bring highly educated young people seeking employment
that help attract businesses looking to
access talent in an increasingly tight labor
market.
•• Interconnected entrepreneurialism:

A young, agile, and educated workforce
downtown is more likely to start new
businesses that will grow and invest in
Greenville.
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In the short-term, the city of Greenville should
pursue a targeted strategy that leverages the
city's existing higher educational institutions,
including Clemson University, University of
South Carolina Upstate, Furman University,
Greenville Technical College, and Bob Jones
University.
To support this strategy, the city should be
willing to make the same scale of investment
as attracting a regional or national headquarters office. The city should work with anchor
institutions to provide key infrastructure or
services. These may include parking, transportation connections to other campuses,
access to low-cost land, or the creation of
physical space.

Clemson’s academic presence on Main Street is
a valuable addition to Main Street, but lacks the
catalytic size or round-the-clock activity provided by
a larger programmatic investment.

Downtown Durham has been supported for more
than a decade by Duke administrative and medical
offices. The presence of a major anchor institution
helped to support downtown’s revitalization and
make Durham a more attractive place to live for
highly sought after students, faculty, and families.

ANCHOR FACILITY
Central to this initiative is the creation of a physical
space in East Downtown that embodies the entrepreneurial and innovative spirit of downtown Greenville.
Building off the successful collaboration at University
Center, this facility would be home to a convergence
of the region's colleges and universities. At its core,
the space would be an opportunity to create joint
programs that are built around entrepreneurialism
and innovation. The space would showcase new and
applied research, support the instruction of interdisciplinary courses, and nurture new business that
complement the programmatic elements of higher
education investments.

Downtown Business Attraction Initiative
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RETAIL PRESERVATION AND
ENHANCEMENT STRATEGY
Maintaining the variety and quality of local
shops downtown as retail shifts towards unique
experiences
Downtown Greenville has built a strong reputation as a vibrant retail destination on Main
Street. Rising rents, however, now endanger
the long-term viability of retail businesses
there. Meanwhile, other retail destinations
have started to take shape and create their
own unique retail identities. To enhance the
emblematic retail scene in downtown Greenville, the city should develop an approach
that preserves the aspects that supported its
success while also encouraging strategic and
broad-based retail growth. The city should
focus on the issues of affordability and the
diversity of commercial mix to ensure a longterm vision for retail in downtown.
PRESERVATION AND EXPANSION OF
LOCAL RETAILERS
Goal 1: Support existing local businesses to
remain in downtown despite rising rents
Goal 2: Allow local entrepreneurs to be a part
of the new retail and commercial opportunities planned for downtown
To realize these goals, the city should implement strategies that lower capital costs to
retailers and ensure new spaces remain accessible, including:
•• Create a fund for small and/or historic

businesses to access capital improvement

(upfit and tenant improvement) subsidies
through competitive grants or an incentive fund available only to locally owned or
long time Main Street retailers. These funds
can help reduce high up-front costs for new
retailers and allow long time tenants to stay
competitive despite higher rents.
•• Restrict certain types of formula retail

businesses (such as bank branches) on
Main Street. These retailers often result in
high rents and deaden street-level activity
for other retailers.
•• Designate clusters of types of goods to

encourage a greater array of businesses
and merchandise available in downtown
and create more certainty about the success of certain types of businesses.
•• Encourage a greater diversity of local enter-

tainment options in downtown that appeal
to a younger demographic by ensuring there
are no ordinance restrictions (noise restrictions, for example) on music venues or bars
& lounges and by reorienting existing public
events to highlight downtown as an afterhours destination.
CREATE A DIVERSE COMMERCIAL MIX
Goal 3: Ensure a well-balanced mix between
independent retailers and regional and national chains
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Goal 4: Enhance retail corridors outside of
the downtown core that present potential to
create synergies with Main Street, while also
creating unique nodes with their own character and strength
Goal 5: Encourage more diverse entertainment options to downtown, while not altering
Main Street’s family-friendly reputation
Strategies to create a diverse commercial mix
throughout downtown should rely on both
infrastructure investment and operational
policies to attract and retain engaging retailers. Strategies include:
•• Create retail nodes off of Main Street,

including Pendleton Street and Stone
Avenue, through branding initiatives.
Market directly around this branding to
attract both new retail shoppers and innovative retail businesses.
•• Strengthen secondary retail corridors

by continuing to invest in public realm
improvements at these target nodes. Public
improvements should be used to differentiate these nodes from Main Street and reinforce unique identities.
•• Strategically recruit non-local retailers

that complement and deepen Main Street’s
product mix, such as high-end cosmetics
or a small specialty foods store.

Main Street continues to be a major draw for residents and visitors alike.

Retail Preservation And Enhancement Strategy
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGIES
Ensuring downtown is a place for young families
and seniors to live as the city evolves
Downtown Greenville’s tremendous success
in creating a livable downtown has resulted in
increasingly high housing costs, particularly
for longtime residents. In order for downtown
Greenville to build on its success and become
a more inclusive downtown, ensuring downtown is a place for families to stay and grow
should be the priority.
Today, 43% of renters — who make up 65%
of the downtown population — are costburdened, meaning they spend more than
30% of their income on housing. Renters
with the lowest incomes (below 30% of Area
Median Income (AMI) — the equivalent of
up to $16,000 a year for a family of four—are
the most cost-burdened, with many spending
more than 50% of their income on housing. To
continue to strengthen downtown’s long-term
sustainability and retain its local character,
the city should focus on creating and preserving housing for these residents.
Looking forward, downtown's strengths
will continue to facilitate the construction of
luxury market-rate housing. The city should
look to leverage anticipated demand for up to
2,400 to 3,000 additional new housing units
in the next ten years to support mixed-income
housing that is accessible to downtown's amenities, jobs, and high quality of life.

In order to create new affordable housing, the
city should:
•• Require an affordable component in all

residential development when disposing of
public land. As the development pressures
expand outside of the downtown core, city
officials should think strategically about
acquiring land for later disposition for allaffordable or mixed-income housing.
•• Consider investments in transportation

that make it easier for low- and moderateincome workers to commute into downtown, including expanded availability of
parking and high-quality frequent public
transportation.

More than 2,000 market-rate housing units, like Main & Stone pictured above, were delivered in the last four
years. In the future, downtown Greenville should use its continued demand for multifamily housing to address
challenges to affordable housing.

•• Where available, especially in new dis-

tricts that will require significant public
investment, the city should tie an affordable housing requirement to projects that
receive public support as a condition of
receiving that support. Mixed-use projects
that receive below-market access to city
parking garages or revenue from synthetic
tax increment financing, for example,
could be required to supply affordable
housing on-site.
–– As part of this strategy, the city could

provide the option of a one-time feein-lieu-of payment into a fund for
affordable housing development or site
acquisition within downtown.
The Scott Towers before demolition in 2014. New mixed-income housing is planned for the site. Covenants
requiring affordable housing on public land should be a key part of the city's strategy to address housing
affordability in the downtown core.
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PUBLIC FINANCING STRATEGIES
Leveraging new funding mechanisms to catalyze
investments downtown
PUBLIC-PRIVATE FINANCING TOOLKIT
To support the future investments envisioned
by this strategic plan, public-private partnerships should continue to be an integral part of
the development environment in downtown
Greenville. The Greenville market is still maturing and as downtown becomes a place of higher
density development, public support will be
crucial in guiding investments that meet public
goals, are financially viable, and make downtown a more vibrant and attractive place.
Recommended Public Financing Tools
for Catalytic Downtown Public-Private
Partnerships
The city’s extensive and use of traditional tax
increment financing (TIF) has been successful in facilitating private development in the
downtown core and resulted in a positive
return on city funds. For the next phase of
downtown’s growth, traditional TIF financing
will likely not be deployed. While the suite of
financing tools is limited by both the availability of public funds and legal restrictions, the
city can continue to support public investments through the targeted use of synthetic
tax increment financing (STIF).
STIF can be deployed downtown in several ways. Most commonly, the cities secure
financing with a lien on either the improve-

ments to be financed (installment financing)
or a general obligation bond. This financing
can either come from commercial banks, or
(less often) from private developers. The repayment of these funds reflects a public policy
decision to commit to using the incremental
property tax revenue resulting from these
improvements.
While the lack of a strict regulatory process
makes STIFs a more agile and flexible tool
for economic development than traditional
TIFs, it should be implemented in a targeted
way that limits public commitments and risk.
Specific controls include:
•• A formal application process for developers

Synthetic Tax Increment Financing
Repays Developer
Through Grants

Private
Developer
Financing

Increment
or General
Obligation Bond
Financing

Project Financing

that is easy to use, but rigorously evaluates
the need for city support;
•• A cap to the individual STIF funds com-

mitted to a single project; and

Repays Bond
Financing

Pays for
Construction

Secures Bond
Financing

•• A fixed maximum STIF liability as a per-

cent of annual property tax levies in the
city or in a specific STIF zone.
Following the repayment of bonds used to
finance parking decks downtown, parking
revenues can also be used either directly or
bonded against to further incentivize catalytic
projects or infrastructure when needed.

Future Public Asset
(Land & Improvements)

Incentivizes
Development

Catalytic Private Investment

Incremental Property Tax
Increases
Property Values
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MOBILITY ENHANCEMENT
STRATEGY
Creating great downtown streets is key to
creating a great city
Downtown Greenville can best guide its
development future by taking the lead
to create safe, urban streets throughout
the downtown. Downtown has reached a
tipping point where development capacity
and mobility within the downtown are
compromised by high-speed, high-capacity
streets originally designed to move traffic
through the downtown quickly. Now that
more and more people are living downtown
and businesses need on-street parking and
more mobility options, the city is at a point
that requires recalibrating the way traffic and
streets support the downtown core uses.
One of the key recommendations in the
Plan is for the city to advocate and take
greater control over city streets where
possible. Moving from State ownership
and management to city ownership and
management will have a positive impact
on the long-term development trajectory of
downtown Greenville.

Nowhere is this best exemplified than on the
Buncombe Street Corridor. City ownership
and subsequent traffic calming, streetscape,
and other infrastructure improvements can
increase the total development value of the
area through both higher density and greater
market value. By better integrating into
downtown’s urban fabric, development can
support rents approximately 20% higher than
the traditional suburban building typology.
Together, streetscape improvements can
support an estimated additional 25% and
45% of development value. The fiscal impact
of this additional development value to the
city through real property, personal property
(furniture and equipment), and vehicle taxes
at the completion of a 20-year build-out of
the entire corridor is between $300,000 to
$550,000 a year in 2019 dollars.

FISCAL IMPACT OF STREET REDESIGN

Income Source

City Real Property Tax Revenue
City Personal Property Tax Revenue
City Motor Vehicle Tax Revenue
Annual City Tax Revenue ($2019)
Annual City Tax Revenue ($2040)

TOTAL ANNUAL TAXES
AT BUILD-OUT

Moderate Impact
(25% Additional
Development Value)

High Impact
(45% Additional
Development Value)

$285,000

$514,000

$1,142,000

$5,000

$9,000

$20,000

$12,000

$22,000

$50,000

$303,000

$545,000

$1,211,000

$563,000

$1,014,000

$2,253,000
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Street improvements and mobility policy
focused on pedestrian and bike infrastructure
as well as convenience for local businesses
and residents create highly desirable
neighborhoods and addresses.

Mobility Enhancement Strategy
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PHASING OF KEY INITIATIVES
Downtown Greenville is changing scale and
character as more and more people want to live,
work, and play in the heart of the city
Four key initiative areas will shape downtown
Greenville’s future in the coming years. These
include:
•• Buncombe + Stone District
•• East Downtown
•• South Downtown

The city can condense the development
timeline of one or more of these districts by
prioritizing implementation of key initiatives.
For example, securing an anchor tenant in
East Downtown before the re-orientation of
Buncombe Street will accelerate the creation
of multi-family housing in East Downtown.

South Downtown will be a major mixed-use expansion of downtown.

East Downtown is identified as an important asset to attract new businesses and
employment uses.

Buncombe + Stone has the potential to grown into a new urban node that can
anchor surrounding historic neighborhoods and institutions now fragmented by
suburban patterns and streets designed for commuters.

Unity Park will continue to grow the connected network of parks along the Swamp
Rabbit Trail downtown linking Falls Park and Main Street with the West End.

•• Unity Park

Full build-out of these districts will require
the concerted and coordinated efforts of city
staff in conjunction with the neighborhoods,
the existing businesses, and institutions as
well as the local development community.
Based on a 10-year demand projection, the
build-out of these districts will take between
16 and 24 years.
www.greenvillesc.gov

The creation of a distinct district character
is dependent on a clear vision for how these
areas should evolve through more focused
district planning needed to guide the implementation of major initiatives detailed in the
downtown plan.

10-Year
Projected Demand

% Anticipated in
Key Districts

10-Year Demand
in Key Districts

Total Build-Out

Length of
Development

3,000 units

70%–80%

2,100 units

3,930 units

16–19 years

Office Space

1,200,000 SF

90%–100%

1,080,000 SF

2,135,000 SF

18–20 years

Retail Space

330,000 SF

60%–70%

198,000 SF

542,000 SF

23–27 years

Use

Housing Units
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MARKET INFLUENCES &
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

MARKET INFLUENCES
Understanding the forces behind the next phase
in Greenville’s evolution
DOWNTOWN GREENVILLE MARKET
CONTEXT

•• Retail: Amount and type of retail potential

Downtown Greenville's ongoing transformation into both an excellent place to live
and a growing destination for weekend travel
has precipitated market changes that shape
downtown's current built environment and
the potential for future growth. The greater
downtown Greenville market area includes the
downtown core around Main Street, the West
End, the Unity Park area, and Pendleton Street
in the Village of West Greenville. As Greenville grows, each of these areas will change in
response to demand and city policies.

•• Hotel: Number of hotels demanded in

Market forces were assessed at each sector
individually to identify significant changes in
recent trends, economic drivers, and forecasted demand to anticipate the pace of future
development pressures on downtown in each
of six sectors:

for the future of Greenville.
downtown in the next 10 years.
The following pages summarize market
findings. For additional market context and
data, refer to the complete Market Analysis
included in the Plan Appendix. These market
analysis findings form the basis of downtown's
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats (SWOT). They help inform the Downtown Strategic Plan's objectives and strategies that build on and expand downtown's
strengths, realize the potential for market opportunities, correct weaknesses in the market,
and limit the impact of potential threats.

Unity Park

Village of West
Greenville

Downtown
Core

West End

•• Socioeconomic: Population growth trends

and projections
•• Residential: Number of housing units

demanded in the next 10 years
•• Office & the Innovation Economy: Square

footage of office demanded in the next 10
years and the potential for growth in the
innovation and knowledge sectors.

The greater downtown market area encompasses several submarkets each with their own unique market drivers. As downtown evolves, these submarkets will expand
and change in response to both planning initiatives and market forces.
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MARKET ANALYSIS FINDINGS
Demands for residential and hospitality expand,
while retail growth and office remain stable
SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Recent Population Growth: The Greater
Downtown Area has grown by 3.4% annually since 2010. Much of this growth has been
people between the ages of 4–34 and 55–74,
indicating that downtown is attracting millennials with school-aged children and empty
nesters looking for an urban lifestyle.
Continued Inequality: Significant economic
disparities exist downtown between white
residents and minority residents. Median
incomes for white residents are 116% higher
than those for black residents in the greater
downtown area, a significantly greater difference than in the city or the MSA.
Comparative Density: Compared with
more mature downtowns in the southeast
like Charleston and Durham, downtown
Greenville is less dense and less populous. To
approach the type and scale of these downtowns, greater development intensity and a
continued focus on creating a high quality of
life are paramount.
Anticipated Growth: Downtown’s population is anticipated to grow by 4,600 to 6,000
new residents by 2028, with an annual growth
rate of 2.4 to 3%, benchmarking to downtowns
at a more mature phase of development such
as Charleston and Durham. Downtown Greenville’s recent growth rate of 3.7% is unlikely
to continue as downtown matures. Without
policy interventions that foster greater diver-

sity, new residents will likely continue to be
higher income and made up of young professionals and empty nesters.

the core. Low-wage employees are another
concern, as they are unable to afford the rents
downtown and locate near their jobs.

RESIDENTIAL MARKET

OFFICE MARKET

Population Growth: HR&A projects that
downtown Greenville will grow by 4,6006,000 residents by 2028 and that this growth
will be primarily driven by young professionals and empty nesters, seeking walkable
amenities. This growth will increase demand
for residential units downtown that cater to
this population.

Market Strength: The downtown office
market is soft, with a weak tenant pipeline
to take existing and new spaces. Downtown
Greenville is in direct competition with more
suburban or edge downtown offerings, which
can offer a lower rent without the accessibility challenges that an office located on Main
Street brings.

Rental Market: The rental market has seen
considerable growth in the last year, with
rents averaging $1.60 psf. The bulk of existing
inventory varies per neighborhood, with the
downtown core and West End neighborhood
seeing mainly mid-rise, wood-frame buildings
with high-end finishes and community amenities. High-rise residential is still not likely to
become the norm in Greenville in the near future, yet the Camperdown project will deliver
the first wave of this type of construction.

Innovation Economy: While downtown
Greenville has the existing affordable or easily
renovated spaces that innovators demand,
there is a lack of coordinated drivers of innovation downtown. Major employers that
produce innovative products and could be
engines of spin-offs are not located downtown.

For-Sale Market: The condo market has also
expanded recently, with at least six projects, a
combination of multifamily units and townhouses, being delivered through 2020.
Housing Affordability: High costs of housing
in downtown is a point of concern for residents in the historic western neighborhoods,
as new luxury development spreads out of
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After decades of declining population, multifamily development since 2010 has increased downtown's
population to levels not seen since 1980.

Employment Growth: The Greenville MSA
is projected to grow by more than 13,000 office occupying jobs by 2028. This growth is
anticipated to be highest in professional and
technical services and administrative and support jobs, following on the current prevalence
of lawyers and call centers downtown.
Demand: The amount of additional new office
space demanded downtown after pipeline and
vacancy are accounted for is projected to be
350,000 SF under current market conditions.
If the city can capture 45% of the regional

Recent downtown multifamily deliveries like Ellison on Broad (pictured above) have a similar mix of unit
types and high level of amenities. Residential rents average above $1,500 a unit and largely appeal to new
entrants to the downtown market.

Market Analysis Findings
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growth in downtown, that figure can rise to
approximately 700,000 SF by 2028. In the current capital and cost environment, however,
major new office development will require upfront commitments from at least one anchor
tenant to move forward.
RETAIL MARKET
Market Positioning: Downtown Greenville
is a regional and emerging national destination that attracts visitors for its interesting
and unique retail, premier dining options, and
charming Main Street.
Chain Retailers: While independent retailers
are the lifeblood of downtown's retail scene,
there has been increased interest from chains
in recent years as incomes and population
have risen. A well-curated balance of retail
can be achieved by expanding opportunities
downtown for new chains and limiting costs
for local stores citywide.
Submarkets: The downtown retail landscape
is taking on unique characteristics depending
on its location, with more chains and homeoriented services locating in the West End
and funky retail outposts desired by a younger
crowd found in the Village of West Greenville. Cultivating these retail identities will
add additional value to other uses that seek to
find differentiation with their projects in an
increasingly crowded market.
Demand: With downtown as an existing
destination, the current pipeline is well placed
to meet the demands of a growing population.
However, downtown retail can capture more
retail if it continues to become a destination

with the same relative intensity as Charleston
or Durham.
HOTEL MARKET
Dramatic Increase in Supply: In 2018, four
new hotels added over 550 rooms, which accounted for 31 percent of the total room supply
in downtown Greenville. Hoteliers are being
attracted to Greenville by a combination of
factors, including downtown’s ongoing revitalization and increasing national reputation.
Healthy and Diversified Market: Since 2010,
Greenville has seen positive Average Daily
Rate (ADR) growth, as well as increased occupancy despite additional supply. Occupancy
and ADR trends for days of the week reveal
that the market is well distributed between
leisure and business visitors, with neither
dominating.

support two to three additional opportunistic
deliveries beyond the current pipeline.

Use

Projected Demand Through 2028

Pipeline as of December 2018

2,400-3,000 Units

2,300 Units

Office

860,000-1,200,000 SF

508,000 SF

Retail

357,000 SF

244,000 SF

Residential

Convenience Retail

99,000 SF

Comparison Retail

135,000 SF

Food & Beverage

96,000 SF

Grocery Stores

27,000 SF

Hotel

4-5 hotels (~700 rooms)

3 Hotels (362 rooms)

Large Hotel Pipeline: By 2020, Greenville
will see an additional 362 rooms being delivered by three different hotel projects.
Taking into account deliveries in 2018, over
800 rooms will have delivered in downtown
Greenville in around two years, an increase
that will likely cause a lull in the market as
those rooms take time to be absorbed by new
demand from incoming visitors and business
travelers.
Supply Gaps: Considering hotels in the
pipeline, downtown Greenville has a welldiversified landscape of hotel types catering
to different audiences. Currently, there are no
boutique hotels downtown. The delivery of
the Grand Bohemian and the smaller proposed boutique hotel will potentially begin
to address this gap, and downtown can likely
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Strengths & Weaknesses
Downtown Greenville features an
excellent quality of life and a strong
tradition of public and private
collaboration. It is a success story of
committed leadership and public-private
coordination. The result is a thriving
downtown at the precipice of a new
phase of growth. The strengths of the
downtown and its market position should
be reinforced in the next evolution of
downtown Greenville.
Quality of Life: Valued by residents and
businesses of all types in the downtown and
the region, downtown’s quality of life is its
most important strength. Cultivated over 40
years of public and private investment, the
safety, premier dining options, and familyfriendly nature of downtown has yielded
results including retail confidence and greatly
expanded living options. This quality of life
could help support an additional 3,000 new
residential units by 2028.
Committed Stakeholders: Downtown’s
stability is owed in-part to close partnership
between the city, its leaders, and a group of
downtown developers and property owners.
These partners have developed downtown in
a way that has ensured its quality of life by
working to strategically make investments and
tenanting decisions that are for the collective
benefit of downtown. From the Peace Center
to a commitment to local retailers, these decisions continue to benefit downtown.

Strong Residential and Hotel Market:
Downtown’s residential and hotel market
have had banner years recently. That expansion points to the desirability of downtown
as a place to live and a destination, but also to
the confidence regional and national investors have in downtown Greenville’s future. A
competitive price environment, access to the
outdoors, and the city’s growing reputation as
a weekend destination have paved the way for
success in these products.
WEAKNESSES
Downtown’s success as a vibrant and
inclusive destination is held back by a few
key issues. This plan seeks to address or
minimize the impact of these challenges,
so they do not threaten downtown’s future
as the inclusive center of a vibrant city.

downtown or contribute to an innovation
economy. Without the addition of another
major employer downtown, there are few
entities willing to take large enough risks that
will usher in the next echelon of office development.
Diversity of Entertainment: While home
to several high-quality entertainment and
cultural institutions, most notably the Peace
Center, downtown’s success is limited by a
lack of diversity in its entertainment options
that could complement the investments in
public space and dining options. More diverse
options for residents across the cultural spectrum — from gritty to family-friendly, to live
music — will add the additional vibrancy of an
18-hour city to downtown.

CC TimothyJ

STRENGTHS

Downtown appeal is closely tied to the quality of life offered by public amenities. The city can continue to build
off of this strengths to promote business and affordable housing growth.

Housing Affordability: Downtown’s current
pace of residential development puts housing
affordability pressure on lower and middle-income residents—often minority residents. Rising land costs limit the city’s existing affordable housing tools and resources’ effectiveness
in downtown. Without action, downtown will
not be able to adequately house the service
workforce its retail establishments and restaurants rely on.
Few Anchor Institutions: The Upstate has
many anchors that have driven employment
growth and economic development, including
University and major multinational companies, but few have had a significant impact
Affordable housing is a growing challenge in successful communities across the country. Greenville has the
opportunity now to create an inclusive and welcoming downtown for the future.
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Opportunities & Threats
THREATS

The city can better align expectations
with market positioning, create linkages,
and invest in what makes downtown
great. Strategies can bolster the strengths
of downtown in ways that can support
market growth across product types and
uses, address weaknesses inherent in
downtown, and minimize the negative
impact of threats.

Downtown Greenville is in a new echelon
of peer cities, and it faces increasing
growing pains typically associated with
larger places. Downtown’s challenges are
not all endemic. Downtown’s positioning
in the Upstate and the Southeast, as well
as its place in the investment markets,
can present challenges to future growth
or threaten the strengths that made
downtown a success.

Strengthen Tech Network: To overcome the
absence of a research university in downtown,
Greenville’s tech ecosystem can learn from
Durham and Boulder by continuing to build
its entrepreneurial assets while intentionally
building links with other centers of innovation
around the country. Building off the success
of University Center, downtown could develop a multi-university center of convergence
for business, tech, innovation, and training.
Greenville’s quality of life, cost of living, and
outdoor recreation opportunities could all be
better leveraged to put Greenville on a national circuit of informal entrepreneurial centers,
with additional benefits of additional visitor
and tourism exposure.

Strong Regional Competitors: Downtown’s
competitive position between the booming
large cities of Charlotte and Atlanta leaves
little room for Greenville to compete at the
scale of these cities in offering the infrastructure needed for global business. South Carolina offers few tools to better compete with
these larger options for relocating businesses.
This has led to a soft office market over-reliant
on tepid internal job growth and existing businesses to fill existing space.

Building tighter connections between downtown’s start up resources and expanding the availability of highquality affordable space will help keep downtown a competitive home to new tech workers.

Accessibility Challenges: As housing costs
and commute times rise as low-wage workers find alternative housing farther out, the
stresses of adequate parking and limited
public transportation options will limit downtown investment. Downtown’s reliance on
public parking for private business constrains
the city’s flexibility to react to changes in market conditions and effectively manage parking.
Retail Affordability: With downtown’s success has come investors looking to actualize
the value in downtown’s successful retail. As
such, downtown’s unique retail environment
is threatened by sharply rising rents. Without
support or changing the value proposition of
retail to these investors, downtown’s retail
landscape risks becoming more homogenized.
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Improve Inclusivity: Downtown’s strong
residential market provides an opportunity to
leverage market dynamics to produce desired
public outcomes, including to produce mixedincome housing, neighborhood amenities that
benefit a variety of residents, and maintain
the diverse communities in downtown today.
Greater interest from regional and national
developers in the downtown market improves
the negotiating position of the city in using
limited development sites and city-owned land
in a targeted way to pursue public objectives.

Uptown Charlotte

Attribution CC tableatny

OPPORTUNITIES

Downtown Atlanta

Market Analysis Findings
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INNOVATION DISTRICT CREATION
Creating an innovation cluster to drive the
attraction and retention of talented workers and
businesses
INITIATIVE: CREATE AN INNOVATION
DISTRICT IN DOWNTOWN BUILT ON
INVESTMENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
AND SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH

Problem & Opportunity
Downtown Greenville’s limited office market
is the result of a lack of long-term drivers of office employment in the city. Initiatives such as
NEXT have gone a long way in fostering new
business activity and growing Greenville’s entrepreneurial culture, but the absence of major
employment drivers will continue to curtail
downtown’s office market. A healthy and
growing office market is an essential element
to a fully functioning downtown. In the past,
city investments in parks and public spaces
revitalized Main Street and made Greenville
a great place to visit for the weekend and call
home. Now, downtown Greenville has the opportunity to become a great place to find a job
or start a business.
Strategy
Downtown Greenville should reorient its
office economic development strategy for
downtown away from attracting large corporate headquarters and instead focus these
resources on creating a Downtown Innovation
District. Innovation districts are emerging
economic development strategies that focus
on the changing nature of work to grow local

businesses and maximize the spillover potential of office employment in retail, housing,
and entertainment. Greenville's Innovation
District should combine a highly collaborative
environment, authentic, inspiring spaces, and
low-cost options for new and growing businesses. The goal of the Innovation District is
to create a convergence of people, place, and
programs to nurture a culture of work and entrepreneurship that makes downtown Greenville a destination for business.
Partnerships
To achieve this vision, the city of Greenville
must partner with institutions and organizations that will act as the programmatic
anchors of the Innovation District.
The Upstate's educational institutions, including Clemson University, University of South
Carolina Upstate, Furman University, Greenville Technical College, and Bob Jones University should be key anchors to the Innovation
District. Educational spaces downtown should
build off the collaborative culture displayed at
University Center and be a showcase of applied
research and interdisciplinary programming.
Greenville's startup-supporting organizations
should also be a close partner in developing
the programmatic direction of the Innovation
District. Relationships with organizations
that are already active in downtown's small
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business market, such as NEXT, should be expanded. These organizations know the needs
and unique challenges facing growing businesses in Greenville and will be essential in
shaping the Innovation District as a welcoming and affordable place for startups to locate.
Finally, Greenville’s development community
will be instrumental in building the Innovation District. The city’s productive working
relationship with developers should be used to
market the idea of the Innovation District and
plan for key sites to be developed with educational or collaborative components.

Public leadership and investments in catalytic public spaces like Falls Park helped propel the last phase of
downtown Greenville's growth. In the future, the city should leverage that same public leadership to grow and
expand the businesses that will be the engines of downtown's long-term growth trajectory.

Public Leadership
The city should lead the creation of the Innovation District by:
•• Dedicating resources for public space

and industry attraction to the innovation
spaces, coworking, and/or technology
showcase space;
•• Facilitating assemblage of key land parcels

in downtown;
•• Creating infrastructure improvements

such as public parking, streetscape
improvements, and public transportation;
and
•• Working with potential educational

anchors to identify needed support to
locate significant programmatic elements
downtown.

Greenville should build on the precedent for interdisciplinary and interinstitutional higher education established
at University Center. Bringing together researchers, students, and faculty downtown to focus on applied research
will connect entrepreneurs with cutting edge ideas and reinforce downtown as the center of Upstate’s culture of
business and innovation.

Innovation District Creation
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RETAIL ENHANCEMENT &
PRESERVATION
Maintain Greenville’s competitive advantage
built from a quality retail experience
INITIATIVE: IMPLEMENT A RETAIL
STRATEGY THAT STRENGTHENS
LOCAL BUSINESSES AND DIVERSIFIES
DOWNTOWN'S MERCHANDISE MIX

outside of Main Street, particularly on Stone
Avenue and the Village of West Greenville.
This organic growth should be complemented
by initiatives from the city to help advance
the identities of retail nodes outside of Main
Street through branding that is unique from
Main Street's identity. Creating viable alternatives to Main Street will allow local businesses
that do have to relocate off of Main Street to
remain part of downtown.

As Greenville has become a visitor destination,
retail rents along Main Street have soared.
As a result, local retailers that are essential
to downtown's image and reputation will
struggle to remain viable. To keep downtown
home to existing and new local retail businesses, downtown should offer ways to reduce
the cost burden on local Main Street retailers
and provide viable alterative retail destinations. Moreover, downtown's retail identity
should expand beyond the limited diversity of
retail offerings on Main Street to better meet
the needs of downtown's new, young residents.

Designate zones for local entrepreneurs
to encourage clustering. Facilitating access
to commercial space in core corridors and
creating agglomeration for entrepreneurs will
allow them to thrive and help to encourage
innovation within downtown.

Strategies to support local retailers
Create a fund for small and/or historic
businesses to access subsidies through
competitive grants or an incentive fund.
As downtown rents rise, small retailers face
the biggest risk of relocation. It is essential for
the city to create opportunities for retailers
to remain competitive and be able to locate in
key corridors where they can contribute to a
diverse retail fabric.

Create restrictions of retailers without active storefronts (i.e. banks) on Main Street
to prevent rising rents. In order to ensure
a healthy mix between local and national
chains, the city should place restrictions on
retailers that often drive up prices and add
little to the retail environment. Retail bank
branches in particular often lead to rising
rents on retail corridors and should be limited
on Main Street.

Create sub-retail nodes off of Main Street
through branding and marketing efforts.
The Greenville retail scene is expanding

Strategies to diversify merchandise mix
Encourage a greater diversity of entertainment options in downtown that appeal to
younger residents and visitors. The city
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should continue to focus on diversifying its
retail mix, and should particularly focus on
attracting evening entertainment and/or active food and beverage options that will add to
the vibrancy of downtown and appeal to the
growing population of younger residents. In
addition to direct marketing efforts to attract
successful live music, bar, and lounge concepts elsewhere in the Upstate, Asheville, and
Charleston, the city should ensure that there
are no ordinance restrictions in place that
would prevent full operation of these businesses in key areas.
Strengthen retail corridors by continuing
to invest in public realm improvements at
target nodes. Much of Main Street’s success can be attributable to its walkability and
public realm improvements. The city should
continue to be intentional about these types of
improvements, and maintenance of existing
improvements to knit other retail corridors
and create a different pedestrian experience
through placemaking strategies, which will
draw visitors and customers.

Main Street has established itself as a destination for apparel and full-service restaurants, but other
merchandisers including hard goods (such as sporting goods, electronics, furniture, toys, and pet products)
are rare. Diversifying beyond the limited range of clothing offerings downtown in a targeted way will help
solidify Main Street's long-term relevancy and keep repeat visitors interested in what new shops are
downtown.

Recruit businesses that diversify the merchandise mix offered on Main Street. The
city should monitor the type of merchandise
sold on Main Street and seek to recruit national retailers that strategically fill gaps. Key
merchandise groups include cosmetics, shoes,
and other speciality stores outside of clothing.

Retail Enhancement & Preservation
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGY
Ensure downtown housing is attainable by all to
avoid an imbalance of affordability
INITIATIVE: USE PUBLIC ASSETS TO
CREATE NEW AFFORDABLE HOUSING
As downtown Greenville grows, it should
strive for its housing market to be accessible
to families and individuals with a wide variety
of incomes. The recent creation of multifamily
housing has not been paired with expanded
options affordable to low- and middle-income
residents. With limited tools available to indirectly require the creation of affordable housing, Greenville should leverage public assets
to create opportunities for affordable housing
development.
Strategies to create and preserve affordable
housing include:
•• Require an affordable component in all

residential development when disposing of public land. Public land is one of
the most valuable assets at the city's disposal. Development of multifamily housing
is expected to continue to expand outside
the downtown core and the strategic disposition of public land to accomplish multiple objectives including affordable housing
should be considered. Requirements for
either direct construction of affordable or
mixed-income housing should be considered for sites that have high multifamily
potential, while sites better suited to other
uses could be required to pay into the

Greenville Housing Fund. Given the multiple needs of downtown, this should be a
negotiation rather than set requirement,
such as a linkage fee.
•• Institute an affordable housing require-

ment as a condition of receiving public
support. Mixed-use projects that include
multifamily housing can be required to
provide a modest amount of affordable
units if they seek below-market access to
city parking garages or receive revenue
from synthetic tax increment financing.
As part of this strategy, affordable housing project applications for synthetic tax
increment finance funding (see Financing
Tools) should be awarded additional points
under the city's scoring criteria.

•• Consider investments in transportation

that make it easier for low- and moderate-income workers to commute into
downtown. Downtown's retail, food and
beverage, and hospitality economy largely
depends on workers who cannot afford to
live downtown, but increasingly face challenges finding affordable transportation to
work. To address this issue, the city should
explore expanded availability of low-cost
parking and high-quality, frequent public
transportation to downtown that aligns
with hours generally worked in these
industries.
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To maximize the impact of these strategies,
Greenville should work with its affordable
housing partners. Coordination with partners
including the Greenville Housing Authority, the Greenville Housing Fund, affordable
housing developers, and neighborhood groups
can help monitor housing costs, align strategic initiatives, and ensure that all affordable
housing actors remain active and invested in
downtown.

With rents strong enough to support the construction of structured parking and the city's renewed
emphasis on downtown's core strengths, the success of downtown's multifamily housing boom since 2012
is likely to continue. The city can use this strong demand and an increasingly tight land market to create
diverse mixed-income communities with existing assets.

Affordable Housing Strategy
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URBANHEAD
DESIGN FOCUS AREAS
DIVIDER

OVERVIEW

Buncombe &
Stone

Downtown should evolve into a series of distinct
precincts, each with its own personality and
sense of place
SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS
The public policy initiatives related to urban
form outlined in this strategic master plan
are focused on creating the next generation of
compelling places in the areas adjacent to Main
Street. The expansion of Main Street over the
past decade south of Falls Park and into West
End, highlights the impact of creating a great
public realm that is beautiful, walkable, and
linked to adjacent neighborhoods.
The rapid development of new multi-family
housing and hospitality uses in and around
the historic core have significantly changed
the urban landscape and urban character of
downtown. This pattern has also urbanized
corridors leading into downtown into higher density addresses, often with mixed-use
components that add vitality and services to
surrounding neighborhoods.
The redevelopment of County Square south of
Falls Park will create a new paradigm for downtown. Careful integration into the surrounding
neighborhoods and corridors will be important
to downtown’s continuing story.

The strategic plan identifies
four primary investment
areas to focus on over the
next 5–10 years

1. Integrate various development initiatives

with improved vehicular, bicycle, and
pedestrian circulation
2. Expand the network of open space, trails,

and recreation areas to serve a growing
residential population

Unity Park

3. Strengthen and protect the character of

existing historic neighborhoods as building
types and density change
4. Develop district-specific plans and zoning

tools to better define the intended character and urban design criteria

East
Downtown

5. Focus on improving pedestrian safety and

livability of downtown streets
6. Add a new north-south public space spine

east of Main Street to link redevelopment
sites to the river
7. Focus on active frontages for downtown

streets to expand the sense of a complete
fabric within the area
8. Expand the development of public art and

South
Downtown

music programming within the area

The initiatives outlined in this section are in
response to development patterns that are
creating a more expanded and diverse sense
of the downtown area. Primary elements
include:
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Planning Process
A TEAM APPROACH
The planning team, which consisted of
economic development strategists, urban
designers, civil engineers, parking specialists, and public space designers, conducted a
three-phase process including data collection
and analysis, alternative strategies, and development of the preferred plan. The process
included focus group meetings with residents
and civic leaders, institutions such as area
churches and social service providers, county
and city representatives, area businesses, institutions, arts groups, and civic organizations
as well as other key stakeholders.
The process was led by a steering committee
and an internal advisory committee within

the city staff. The steering committee was
composed of community and city representatives who guided the team through all phases
of the plan development.
The planning team conducted public meetings
and key stakeholder meetings at each phase of
the process to help guide the emerging strategies and shape the important focus areas use
within downtown for growth and investment.
The process created many points of consensus
among community stakeholders about priorities for managing and improving the quality
of life and character that makes downtown
Greenville a special place.

SUMMARY: STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK
STRENGTHS/GOOD THINGS
•• Livability

STAKEHOLDER CONCERNS
•• Shift in scale and character of buildings

PRIORITIES
•• Affordable housing

•• Walkable

•• Displacement of residents

•• More transportation options

•• Safe

•• Attract employment and entrepreneurs

•• Trails and parks

•• Uncertainty about development policy outside of
the Central Business District (CBD)

•• Arts and culture

•• Lack of definition how the city should grow

•• Keep healthy mix of local retail in downtown

•• Neighborhood character

•• Increasing traffic congestion

•• Keep retail rents affordable

•• Local shops in downtown

•• Lack of music and art venues for younger population

•• Connect the river to neighborhoods with parks and
additional trail connections

•• Employee parking

•• Affordability
•• Density and diversity
•• Visitor and employee parking
•• Bike mobility
•• Lack of public transportation

DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC MASTER PLAN / GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
•• Supporting local retail tenants
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URBAN DESIGN FOCUS

Richard Campbell

The consultant team working with the advisory
and steering committees developed Urban
Design Principles for future development
EMERGENT FINDINGS

PRINCIPLE 2

Clearly define the vision for district
character going forward

Build great street frontage throughout the
downtown and close-knit neighborhoods

The rapid development over the past six years
has transformed many of the historic neighborhoods and corridors serving downtown.
The economic forecast indicates this transformation will continue. At question is the resulting character of new development and the
resulting qualities of downtown streets and
neighborhoods. Stakeholders voiced concerns
over how the change in scale and increased
density will affect walkability and sense of
place within the downtown.

Main Street has become the hallmark of
downtown and exhibits the great qualities
that can be applied throughout the downtown. Most of the urban blocks in downtown
Greenville are small and highly walkable. It is
essential to prioritize active street frontages
with office, residential, retail, and civic uses
having entrances and a visible presence on the
street to create great pedestrian spaces.

It is clear that the inherited notion of downtown as the central business district is inadequate as a reference for how patterns are
expanding and uses are distributed. The development of South Downtown, the West End
Village and the Stone Avenue Corridor create
a more expansive notion of downtown.
Current land development policy has to be
updated to reflect these new patterns and the
zoning and planning tools refined to better
guide how new investments and developments
support the vision of a place.
We developed a series of design principles
to provide a structure for developing refined
tools and policies.

Many new buildings often have embedded
parking with no active uses on the ground
floor along the street. Alternatives to blank
street walls will be key to creating desirable
addresses throughout the downtown area.
PRINCIPLE 1

PRINCIPLE 3

Increase mobility options and pedestrian
safety within the downtown

Look to inherited patterns to build bew
Many people commented on the perceived
conflict between large format, new development such as apartment buildings and
mixed-use buildings, and the adjacent scale
of the historic fabric. Creating diversity in the
skyline and along streets and public spaces
is key to growth that is harmonious to the
urban context. These design parameters and
approaches need to be clearly articulated by
the district in revised zoning and development
tools inside and outside the current Central
Business District (CBD).

The conflicts between residents, downtown
businesses, event venues, and through-traffic
create increased friction and perception of
congestion. For success to continue, downtown policies must prioritize the walkable and
bike-friendly character throughout so that
streets become the shared public space that
supports those uses and creates a truly livable
downtown beyond Main Street.
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District Recommendations
THE EXPANDING FRAMEWORK FOR
DOWNTOWN
Four significant growth areas are changing
the way downtown is functioning. In the last
decade, “downtown” expanded. For example, South Main became a destination for
mixed-use development with significant new
residential and hospitality uses such as Fluor
Field acted as a destination anchor in the West
End. The development of Stone Avenue, north
of the Academy loop, has created an in-town,
mixed-use address with large multi-family
and mixed-use building infill.
Large single-use developments such as the
Kroc Center and new multi-family apartments
on the west side of Academy will continue to
expand as Unity Park is developed. The east
side of downtown grew largely as a mixed-use
and multi-family district early in the cycle
with the Church Street Viaduct as a defining
edge.
Downtown is now projected to grow significantly south of the river with the redevelopment of County Square property and the
ongoing redevelopment of the Haynie-Sirrine
neighborhood and West End. This will more
than double the urbanized land area. We have
identified these Districts as the framework to
guide development character and form for the
next five to ten years.

UNITY PARK

BUNCOMBE + STONE DISTRICT

•• Residential address: knit neighborhoods to the
park

•• Mix of industrial work places, residential and commercial development

•• Improve access and connectivity

•• Buncombe and Stone to become city-owned
streets

•• Washington and Academy frontages: larger scale

•• Improve walkability

SOUTH DOWNTOWN
•• Mixed scale: single-family detached and attached

EAST DOWNTOWN/
INNOVATION DISTRICT

•• Retail frontage on Augusta

•• Tech, university catalyst

•• Green connections to the river

•• “Untie the knot”

•• Street connectivity

•• Third Place extends into downtown from river
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Buncombe + Stone District
THE EXPANDING FRAMEWORK FOR
DOWNTOWN
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As Stone Avenue develops with projects like
NorthPointe, a mixed-use project on the east
side, the corridor between Buncombe and
N. Church Street will continue to develop as a
larger scale mixed-use address. The emerging
development patterns around the Buncombe/
Stone intersection reflect the same urbanization tendencies.
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Rutherford Street

Buncombe Street is a major traffic corridor
that splits into College Street and North Street
as it enters the historic CBD from the west and
converges back to North Street through the
Pettigru Historic District on the east side of
downtown transitioning to I-385 going east.
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Both Stone Avenue and Buncombe Street
should now be treated as high-volume, urban
streets with on-street parking, active frontages, broad sidewalks with adequate landscaping, and safe pedestrian zones.
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Currently, both of these streets behave like
highways without adequate accommodation for pedestrian safety, urban uses, and
high-quality place-making to create a successful environment for an expanding downtown
mixed-use district.

Portrait of existing conditions
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Buncombe + Stone District
DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

Earle
Baptist
Church

•• New building patterns should provide a

transition in scale from large scale urban
boulevards to the adjacent neighborhood
scale

Triune Mercy
Center

•• Development policy should include trans-

forming Buncombe Street into an urban
boulevard
Salvation Army Family
Store

•• Reinforce walkability from all directions to

the Heritage Green Museums and Theater
•• Create a more detailed area plan to

Trinity Church of
Greenville

transform the Stone Avenue/Pete Hollis
Boulevard intersection into a coherent
downtown district with specific zoning
criteria

Thomas
Gardner
Park

St Paul
Baptist
Church

•• Consider making Heritage Green a city

park with active programming

Heritage
Historic
Center

Hampton
Avenue
Church of
Christ Full Truth
Gospel
Church

Holy Trinity Anglican
Church

Radius
Greenville/
Frazee
Dream Grace Baptist
Center
Fellowship

Upcountry History
Museum

Hughes Main
Library

West
Washington
Park
Greenville Little
Theater

Greenville
County
Museum of Art

Children
Museum of the
Upstate

Portrait of existing conditions
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Buncombe + Stone District
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EXISTING STREETS
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Existing street network

Ruther ford Street
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Slowing traffic down and changing the lane
composition of Buncombe will reduce pedestrian conflicts while responding to the need
for increased access to businesses as this area
redevelops.
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Ruther ford Street
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As development occurs around the Stone Avenue and Pete Hollis Boulevard intersection,
it is important to direct development policy
towards connecting local streets in ways that
allow for more circulation off of the major
roadways where possible. This will require
a specific public frameworks plan to guide
private redevelopment.

e

CREATING A NEW GATEWAY

Proposed street network enhancements

PROPOSED STREETS
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Buncombe + Stone District
A DEFINED DISTRICT
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Rutherford Street

Adjacent neighborhoods will benefit from
creating a coherent district that can serve
surrounding residential uses while responding
to the larger scale addresses along Buncombe
Street. Improved vehicular circulation patterns and pedestrian connectivity will benefit
businesses and support an enhanced quality of
the environment as a new urban center.
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EXISTING BLOCKS
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Existing local street patterns

Proposed local street patterns designed to enhance mobility and cohesiveness

MODIFIED BLOCKS
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Potential redevelopment patterns
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Aerial view of existing and potential redevelopment patterns over time
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Buncombe + Stone District
TRANSFORMING HIGHWAY DESIGN TO
URBAN BOULEVARD
Buncombe Street and Stone Avenue have
evolved into addresses with new uses and
densities that call for the reconsideration of
the function and safety of the streets within
the downtown context. The hallmark of
Greenville’s downtown is the walkability
and character of downtown streets. The
rapid development of mixed-use and residential buildings throughout the downtown and
close-in neighborhoods has created a stronger
need for adapting out-of-date through-street

designs into urban street types that can
accommodate through movements, as well as
improving local mobility, pedestrian connectivity, safety, and access.
This plan recommends a series of refinements
to Buncombe, North, and College Streets to
support the ongoing expansion of the downtown.

View of existing Pete Hollis Boulevard, Buncombe Street, and Rutherford Street intersection
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Buncombe + Stone District
CREATING AN URBAN BOULEVARD

NACTO

Richard Campbell

It is important to create a vibrant and active
urban street frontage at this gateway into
downtown. Encouraging local businesses to
locate on this highly visible corridor will be
enhanced by on-street parking, expanded
pedestrian zones, and slower, more supportive
vehicular speeds.

Precedent boulevard images for Buncombe Street transformation
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Buncombe + Stone District
A strategy for organizing infrastructure to
create an urban gateway district

Aerial photograph of existing Pete Hollis and Stone intersection

3d model of existing Pete Hollis and Stone intersection

Implementation of Pete Hollis improvements, local street connections

Creating a district-specific form-based code and plan
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Aerial rendering of proposed Gateway District redevelopment
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Buncombe + Stone District
RECONNECTING HERITAGE GREEN
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The institutions would benefit from treating
the shared campus as an active public park
with programming, activities, and additional
facilities, so this becomes an everyday destination as well as a special attraction.

ISL Engineering
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It is important to increase both visibility
and visitation so that the institutions remain
healthy and vibrant. Improving pedestrian
access and connectivity to the downtown
core could be achieved through the series of
proposed improvements to streets and traffic
movements.

Carmel Arts & Design District
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The campus does not benefit from visitors to
the downtown area because walking along
Main Street or through the parks along the
river provide a strong attraction. Many of the
entertainment uses are clustered along the
Main Street spine.

Stone Avenue
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The collection of museums, galleries, the
library, and theater along Buncombe creates
an institutional campus adjacent to the CBD.
While the concentration of these facilities
creates a unique destination, the campus is
somewhat separate from the downtown. It
is difficult to access by car and by walking or
biking.
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Precedent images of creating a distinct experience in Heritage Green as a public park
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East Downtown
COMPLETING THE FABRIC OF THE
DOWNTOWN

Springhill
Suits

The downtown area is now beginning to build
out to the east of Main Street. The changing
scale of building types and uses creates an
opportunity to fill out the downtown core.
Relatively small block sizes and fragmented
parcels present a challenge to building in a
way that emphasizes street animation and
active uses along most street frontages.
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The opportunity to build a higher density
downtown core in a way that provides complementary economic development to the hospitality and entertainment spine along Main
Street will be key to maintaining the health of
existing businesses. The planning for this area
needs to focuses on both the physical form
and the attraction strategy for new employment uses into downtown.
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While the east-west streets like Broad, Washington, and McBee see new investments and
buildings, it is important that the ground
floors have active frontages on streets. For
example, a pattern is emerging where Spring
Street/Falls Street that extends from College
Street in the north to Falls Park has virtually
no active frontages. Regardless of use, buildings in the downtown must minimize service
and parking uses on the ground floor that
sterilizes street frontages.
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Aerial photograph and existing conditions of East Downtown
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Portrait of existing conditions
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East Downtown
EAST MEETS WEST
Over time, downtown has expanded east of
Church Street, a major north-south commuter route. The elevated roadway through
downtown creates a separation between new
development to the east of Church and the
downtown neighborhoods to the west. McBee,
Broad, and Washington Streets are the connecting streets.
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After analysis of the Church Street ramps,
their daily use and benefit, the planning team
recommends the removal of the ramps and extension of local street connections and access.
This creates significant downtown redevelopment opportunities and allows for much
better connectivity to the southeast quadrant.
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The treatment of Church Street with
grade-separated ramp access reinforced this
separation while development patterns continued to require more access and better connectivity within the downtown. Very little of
the original downtown grid between College
and Washington was carried through the city
to the south or east where rail service once
dictated the development patterns.

Cleveland Street
Cleveland Street

Diagrams showing existing street network

EXISTING STREETS
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City of Greenville

Diagrams showing proposed street improvements

PROPOSED STREETS
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East Downtown
A NEW ADDRESS DOWNTOWN
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Ellison on Broad
Apartments

This new district would be organized around
a sequence of public spaces connecting the
northernmost development parcels to the
Reedy River and the Swamp Rabbit Trail.
These improvements would include a major
new public plaza with programming to complement the existing programming on Main
Street and in Falls Park.
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This plan also proposes to better utilize the
elevated section of Church Street by creating
a dynamic new park space that can become a
downtown venue for events as well as everyday use.
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The proposed improvements to Church Street
ramps and the Cleveland/Camperdown intersection as well as the Webster Street extension,
help to fuse the downtown district with the east
side neighborhoods. New redevelopment opportunities are created on both sides of Church
Street, especially around Greenville County
School District-owned facilities and properties.

Swamp Rabbit Trail

Reedy River

Reedy River

Existing Conditions East Downtown
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Potential New Development Patterns East Downtown
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East Downtown
THE INNOVATION ETHIC
This district would lead with art & public
space programming to create a second northsouth spine east of Main Street. Blocks in this
district could incorporate pedestrian and
public space as a primary address throughout
the district.

Precedent images of new innovation
districts that use public art and public
space design to create a unique sense
of place
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East Downtown
FOUND PARK SPACE

Sasaki

ASPECT Studios/Florian Groehn)

Lewis Jones

Irene Searles

Sasaki

WATERFRONToronto

The land under the Church Street viaduct is
now a passive lawn area with some overflow
parking. The opportunity to create a dynamic
urban park with an outdoor venue on Broad
Street is key to creating a new destination
within the downtown, and a unique amenity
for East Downtown.

Existing viaduct

Proposed Church Street Viaduct Park
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Precedent images
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East Downtown
BUILDING A NEW DOWNTOWN ADDRESS
The East Downtown area represents an opportunity to build out the core as a cohesive
district from Falls Park north to Beattie Place.
This underutilized land can serve to create a
more diverse market and as a complement to
both the hospitality and residential development surrounding the area.
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Aerial view of existing East Downtown at the Church Street and Falls Street interchange just north of the river.

East Downtown - Existing
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East Downtown
LEADING WITH PUBLIC SPACE
Downtown Greenville and the private sector
have invested in creating great public spaces
in concert with new initiatives such as Project
ONE, the Peace Center, the Hyatt, and Camperdown. This legacy has created a strong sense
of place and identity. Thousands of visitors a
year are attracted to these settings.
East Downtown could benefit from the
creation of a new public space spine connecting this side of downtown to Falls Park and
Swamp Rabbit Trail. The plan proposes a
public/private effort to build a series of northsouth public plazas and passages that create a
unique setting for new development.

Aerial view of existing building patterns showing the new hotel and the Camperdown mixed-use block
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Development Strategy Create a public space spine that serves as a common address for development
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East Downtown
CONSIDER THE FORM
It is important to carefully consider the height
and massing criteria that will guide individual
building designs in the new district. A range
of options is possible, but coordination to
produce the desired result is essential at this
scale. A specific area plan with companion
zoning fashioned for this area will help ensure
the public realm is vibrant and reflective of
the character envisioned.

Building massing study for East Downtown
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Aerial rendering illustrating potential character and scale for a mixed-use district
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Aerial rendering showing alternative development scale as a district oriented to creative technology uses
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South Downtown
DOWNTOWN ON THE MOVE
This area of downtown, just south of the CBD,
is the focus of major redevelopment over the
next ten years as the county administrative
office complex is replaced by an urban, mixeduse precinct. As downtown expands south and
west into historic neighborhoods and commercial corridors, the dynamics of the city
will change significantly.
The County Square redevelopment must be
linked with ongoing redevelopment south
of University Ridge in the Haynie-Sirrine
neighborhood between Church and Augusta
Streets. The neighborhood has a substantial vacant land as well as new single-family
neighborhoods that have been developed in
the last several years.

County Square

University Ridge
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The adjacency to the ballpark, West End and
South Main Street on the west and the evolving Church Street corridor combine to more
than double the extent of what residents think
of as downtown. It is imperative to see this
area holistically so that both historic character and new development are complementary
and consistent with the surrounding neighborhoods. This is an extraordinary opportunity to significantly extend the trail and parks
network as a fundamental framework for
redevelopment.

et

Aerial photograph of South Downtown
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Images from Augusta Street in the West End and South Downtown
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Augusta Street &
South Downtown
South Downtown

Reedy River

•• Integrate new development sites into a

physical vision for South Downtown

• Integrate new development sites into a physical
vision for South Downtown

••
••

••

Create walkable and bikeable connections to parks and adjacent districts

South Carolina
Governor’s School
Fluor Field

New building patterns should respond
to scale and character in HaynieSirrine neighborhood

County Square

Building patterns should reinforce the
scale along Augusta Street

• Create walkable connections to parks and
adjacent districts
Greenville Senior
High School

e et

South Ridge
Apartments

Str

Dunbar Street

New development (top) and vacant property (bottom) in
Haynie-Sirrine neighbhorhood
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• Building patterns should reinforce the evolving
Augusta Street address adjacent to the baseball
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as a gateway into the downtown
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South Downtown
CREATE A FRAMEWORK OF MULTI-USE
PATHS AND NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
The redevelopment of South Downtown can
adopt innovative street standards with protected bike and pedestrian paths linking neighborhoods to Falls Park trails. The concept plan
identifies a continuous multi-use path along
Church Street that links to the park.
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Proposed open space and trail system in County Square and Haynie-Sirrine areas
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New streets should connect redevelopment areas with existing streets to form coherent blocks
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South Downtown

Reedy River

Reedy River

South Carolina
Governor’s School

COORDINATE DISTRICT-WIDE
DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS

South Carolina
Governor’s School

Fluor Field

Fluor Field

The concept plan calls for an integrated approach to redevelopment guided by a specific
plan and customized zoning for the district.
A new, high-density mixed-use center in the
north will anchor continued neighborhood
development to the south.
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Examples of dedicated trail infrastructure for
neighborhoods

Existing conditions
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Proposed redevelopment strategy built around trail linkages and neighborhood parks
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South Downtown
INFRASTRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT
SEQUENCE

1. Aerial view showing existing conditions

2. Proposed street and trail network
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3. Proposed infill development pattern
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Aerial rendering of South Downtown build out looking north from Church and Augusta Street intersection
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South Downtown
AUGUSTA STREET STRATEGY
Augusta Street is developing with a mix
of commercial, residential, and entertainment-oriented uses. The traditional character
of this approach into downtown historically
featured a collection of smaller road-side
commercial buildings. As the city grows, this
character is disappearing, and the nature of
the road is becoming more of an urban street
with supportive uses rather than a suburban/
rural roadway.
Development policy should consider the
new urban function and begin to change the
nature of how the road serves commercial
development within the downtown and its
neighborhoods. On-street parking, slower
posted vehicular speeds, expanded pedestrian
zones, and multi-modal opportunities will be
important considerations going forward.
The development of the Children’s Theatre
near the baseball stadium further emphasizes
the urbanizing nature of South Downtown.
These drawings demonstrate an approach
designed to retain the historic one- and
two-story scale where possible and build new
frontage that echoes the patterns of the past
while creating a new destination for Greenville residents.

Aerial view of Augusta Street near Fluor Field and the intersection with South Main Street
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South Downtown

Greenville transit
site redevelopment
possibility and the
Gather development

AUGUSTA STREET STRATEGY

B

The redevelopment strategy can target
techniques to preserve the small scale frontage character by incorporating a form-based
zoning requirement to maintain the one- and
two-story scale elements along the street
edge while allowing for higher density and
taller buildings that are the background to the
street-facing uses. This creates an effective
layering that adds richness and diversity to
this rapidly changing commercial corridor.

A

Children’s Theatre

A

Aerial view of Augusta Street redevelopment sites and South Main Street
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A frontage redeveloped at 1- to 2-story scale

A

B

Larger building mass set back from frontage

View of Augusta Street redevelopment sites near Children’s Theatre
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South Downtown
AUGUSTA STREET STRATEGY
These renderings illustrate the opportunities along Augusta to build a unique sense
of address based on inherited character and
neighborhood scale.

Aerial view of Augusta Street proposed development frontage
Proposed
Character

View of Augusta Street redevelopment strategy preserving human-scale character along frontage
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Unity Park
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ADDING A NEW DESTINATION TO THE
DOWNTOWN
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This investment continues the expansion of
downtown living and offers an opportunity to
grow new neighborhood-based businesses and
housing to offset losses in affordable housing
stock in the past decade.
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The park creates a new context for development and neighborhood character. What is
now a disconnected area of the city with leftover warehousing and degraded environmental conditions will become one of the city’s
most visited public spaces.

www.greenvillesc.gov
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Unity Park will become an iconic civic space
in the heart of Greenville. This transformation
will change the way visitors and residents
use the city and its park spaces linked by the
Swamp Rabbit Trail and the Reedy River.
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Academy Street and Washington Street become
important access routes and must evolve to
connect rather than separate neighborhoods.
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Aerial view of Unity Park and surrounding neighborhoods
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Above Proposed park elements (MKSK images)

Below Existing trail and small businesses
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Wychwood Barns

Mary Crandall
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Diagram of proposed park and surrounding neighborhood development

Opportunity to develop unique local businesses and new, affordable housing
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Enhancing Mobility & Connectivity

The evolving network of multi-modal transportation components in downtowns is
evolving to create safer and more usable
streets through dedicated bike and pedestrian
infrastructure. Recognition that these dedicated and protected systems greatly enhance
use and safety is paramount.

•• Renovation of Buncombe Street
•• Two-way conversion of College and North

Street corridors
•• Removal of Church Street ramps at

Camperdown, and McBee Avenue ramp
•• Adoption of a multi-use path system in

the redevelopment of County Square and
South Downtown

The plan update calls for a more aggressive
effort to plan and implement protected bikeways and expanded pedestrian realms within
the downtown. High-speed, high-volume
streets such as Church, Academy, Buncombe,
and Richardson are all important downtown
streets that can be significantly improved
with enhanced mobility renovation. College
and North Streets, which now create a barrier
splitting the downtown and into two distinct
areas defined by through-traffic, can also be
transformed by becoming two-way streets
with broader sidewalks and better crosswalks.
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CC Paul Krueger

Greenville has made continuous improvements in expanding the pedestrian and bike
network within the downtown area. The
Swamp Rabbit Trail that runs east-west
through downtown along the Reedy River
continues to be improved and expanded. Designated bike lanes on many downtown streets
have been established.

This section recommends improvements to
key streets within the downtown to improve
development opportunities, enhance safety
and connectivity, and reinforce the urban
quality of life. Priorities for the next five years
include:

CC Paul Krueger

INCREMENTALLY IMPROVING THE
DOWNTOWN STREET NETWORK
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and North pair to allow for the same lane
capacity in both directions, but create a pair of
two-way streets with on-street parking much
like North Street has today on its western leg.
This will slow traffic and create an environment that is safer for pedestrians and more
supportive of downtown businesses.
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The system cuts off the northern neighborhoods and businesses from those in the heart
of downtown and significantly deters pedestrian crossing and movement in any direction.
The planning team worked with the city’s
transportation consultants to understand
what improvements could be incorporated
in the traffic management plan to reduce the
conflicts and barriers for businesses, visitors,
and residents.
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The current Pete Hollis/Buncombe corridor
from the west splits into a one-way pair at
College and North before reconnecting as
North Street to become I-385 on the east side
of downtown. This corridor still behaves as a
predominant through-traffic corridor without
a significant change to the character of the
street within the downtown.
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Enhancing Mobility & Connectivity
COLLEGE AND NORTH IMPROVEMENTS
These diagrams illustrate the proposed twoway street conversions to help mitigate the
impact of these corridors within downtown.
By allowing more flexibility in circulation,
pedestrians will have a much easier time
crossing streets and accessing businesses and
attractions north of the College/North pair.
The intent is to maintain the number of lanes
traveling in either direction, through the combination of Academy Street, College Street,
and North Street. In some locations new
on-street parking can be introduced during
off-peak hours while becoming a travel lane
during peak hours. This ensures the capacity
of the area roadways is not reduced, while
slowing traffic speeds, introducing off-peak
parking, and making the streets easier and
safer to cross by pedestrians.
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Section F: North Street

Section G: College Street
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ART & URBAN SPACES
Cities can be artful places, infused with fun,
beautiful, and unexpected experiences
KEEP IT FRESH
Greenville has an amazing arts community.
As the city continues to grow and attract a
creative community, it is important to target
local art opportunities and integrate grassroots efforts and resources into the daily life
of the city.
Integrating a robust urban program of events
and productions as well as exhibits and
performances in a wide variety of innovative
venues will begin to enhance downtown living
in exciting and attractive ways. There are ongoing efforts that could significantly influence
the impact of art on the image of the city:

•• Develop an expanded urban art program

with local artists, invited competitions and
exchanges
•• Continue to develop pop-up exhibitions,

seasonal art events and cultural programming throughout the downtown
•• Integrate artists into infrastructure design

efforts as part of a cohesive approach to
public space design
•• Develop more diverse music programming

and venue strategies within downtown
•• Pursue collaborations and associations with

international institutions and programs
•• Develop innovative programs with the

Governors School to feature student performances throughout the year

Precedents for public art in downtown spaces
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Precedents for public art, events, and music in downtown spaces
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URBAN DESIGN TOOLKIT
Keep pace with changing development patterns
with tools to guide urban design and placemaking
character by district, developing small area
plans and associated form-based zoning codes
that are specific about building-to-building and
building-to-street relationships.

THE NEXT GENERATION
Greenville has developed a distinctive brand
and sense of place, unlike any other downtown. Maintaining this character and quality
of the downtown experience requires constant
adaptation of tools and methods to manage
the course of change over time. The city has
adopted well-crafted design guidelines and
utilizes design review boards to help steer
development and design.

Criteria and principles of urban design should
be essential parts of these administrative
tools, helping to ensure that new projects
seeking approval by right will meet the desired goals. Follow-up action items include:
•• Develop small area plans that set the

As the scale of development has evolved into
larger buildings and parking structures, and a
broader range of commercial uses have migrated into residential neighborhoods, this changing context has challenged traditional zoning
regulations and administration. This plan
recommends the city take the lead on setting

intended character and building-to-street
relationships, including appropriate height
•• Develop district-specific, form-based zon-

ing for each area
and development staff

Higher-Density Blocks

Mews Network

» Parking and servicing screened
by buildings or lane loaded
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» Opportunity for courtyard space
above podium parking
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Currie Green will be surrounded by small urban and townhouse buildings.
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Mews will be intimate addresses that will
function both as a through-block circulation
network and an open space system.
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Significant opportunities for open space exist within higher-density blocks
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Parkade

Parkade-Liner
Towns

» Parking and servicing screened
by buildings

Rooftop Access
31a

30b
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22

Balconies

City Roads Depot

30a
Bessborough Drive SW

Al ex a nd

Attached Townhouse
Massing

» Mix of small urban, large urban,
and townhouse buildings

* Refer to Part IV, Chapter 14.3.6
of the amended CFB West
Master Plan; Part II, Chapter
2.5 of the Currie Barracks
Customized Design Criteria; and
the Direct Control Guidelines
(Bylaws 62D2015 - 68D2015) for
specific mews regulations.

Residential Tower

» Mid-block mews connections

Crowchild Trail SW

» Mid-block mews or lane connections

Bessborough
Mews SW

Balconies

» Courtyard space integrated into
block segments above parking

Breskens Street SW

» Building entrances, stepped
terraces and gardens line the
mews to create public and
semi-private layers

Quesnay Wood Drive SW

Mews, semi-public courtyards, and private courtyards are the primary open
space on medium-density blocks though areas such as Currie Green may
become significant neighbourhood amenities.

These mid-block mews connections are intimate spaces with a human-scaled
proportion and a mix of building types (primarily townhouses) addressing
onto them. The ground surfaces will range from an urban hardscape to
softer, planted gardens. Residential stoops and terraces will provide a degree
of separation from the through movements and the more private residential
quarters. Each space will be carefully designed to afford a suitable balance
between sun access and enclosure.

Mechanical and
Skyline Articulation

Courtyard Above
Podium Parking

Attached Townhouse
Massing

Podium Parking

Underground Parking

Residential Lobby

Retail Frontage

The
Military
Museums

SW

» Diversity of character from one
neighbourhood to the next

Mid-size Building
Massing

» Consistent street wall

Single-aspect
Townhouses Facing
Mews

4a

Mount Royal
University

ad

» Special paving materials and
pedestrian scale lighting

Entry Stairs

The mews networks will serve as a complementary public realm. These spaces
will provide unique passageways and plazas to add connections through
urban blocks to the larger network of public parks and open spaces. This
will be critical to break down the super blocks and create through and local
access into buildings, parkades, and front doors.

Ro

» Pedestrian scale with front
doors facing the mews

4b

Typical higher-density Mixed-use Block Composition (illustrative only)

rd

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

ha

Medium-density blocks provide an intermediate density that will support
the retail and transit amenities planned for Currie. These blocks are typically
populated by 2- to 6-storey buildings punctuated by the occasional 12- to
16-storey building. Parking and servicing on medium-density blocks may be
accessed from mews, lanes, or the street. Common parking types on these
blocks will be podium parking, underground parking, tuck-under parking,
or lane-loaded garages.

Mews System

Higher-density blocks are the most diverse in terms of building types, uses,
and heights. They provide a consistent street wall that may be populated
with a mix of uses. Parking and servicing will be internal to the block in
both underground parking areas and screened by buildings at ground level.
The open space will be integrated into the blocks as courtyard spaces situated
above parking areas. These open spaces will link to the mews network and
provide a vertical terracing within the blocks supporting outdoor activity
and passive green spaces. Higher-density blocks will have a very high lot
coverage, with the uncovered portion of the lot taking the form of publicly
accessible open spaces or mews.

R ic

Medium-Density Blocks

Currie Street SW

Development Blocks

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

Development Blocks

•• Add urban design skill sets to city planning

Typical Medium-Density Block Composition (illustrative only)
MEWS N ET WORK

20

Currie Design Guidelines

Communit y Pat terns
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28

Currie Design Guidelines

Communit y Pat terns

29

22

Currie Design Guidelines

Communit y Pat terns

23

Examples of form-based zoning and development toolkits for districts
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IMPLEMENTATION ACTION ITEMS
Moving forward with the plan
As a guide to the city for implementing the
recommendations of the plan, the following is
a list of policy initiatives that can be conducted in the short-term, and the infrastructure
investments and project support that take
longer to come to fruition.

BUNCOMBE & STONE

EAST DOWNTOWN

UNITY PARK

ART AND URBAN SPACES

Short-Term
•• Set development policy for transitioning
from large scale urban boulevards to adjacent neighborhood scale

Short-Term
•• Ensure development orients activity and
connections towards the public realm

Short-Term
•• Utilize investments in Unity Park to
leverage opportunities for new neighborhood-based businesses and affordable
housing

Short-Term
•• Expand the urban art program with local
and invited artists

•• Conduct small-area planning to better

define appropriate land uses, building
heights, new street connections, and building relationships to the public realm
•• Make Heritage Green a city park with

active programming
Long-Term
•• Transform Buncombe Street into an urban
boulevard, tied to a two-way College Street
and North Street
•• Improve walkability from all directions to

Heritage Green; expanded sidewalks, twoway traffic, crosswalks
•• Revise the Pete Hollis Boulevard and Stone

Avenue intersection as a gateway into
downtown

•• Utilize the land under the Church Street

Viaduct for a public space amenity
•• Set massing and height criteria at

addresses street-level proportions and
experiences, skyline views, and relationship to public spaces and the river
Long-Term
•• Eliminate Church Street ramps where possible (McBee Avenue, Camperdown Way,
Cleveland Street)
•• Consolidate and develop parcels around

a sequence of public spaces connecting to
the Reedy River and Swamp Rabbit Trail

SOUTH DOWNTOWN

Long-Term
•• Improve access to the park along Academy
Street and Washington Street

MOBILITY
Short-Term
•• Improve pedestrian crossings and sidewalks along major streets, and connecting
to Heritage Green
•• Incorporate a multi-use path system in

South Downtown and County Square to tie
into the broader framework
•• Expand the dedicated bike and pedestrian

trail network throughout Downtown

Short-Term
•• Define the physical relationship of County
Square buildings with the smaller-scale
neighborhood to the south, and the relationship to Augusta Street

Long-Term
•• Renovate Buncombe Street into an urban
boulevard

•• Create localized zoning to guide develop-

two-way traffic, with off-peak parking

ment for the entire district

•• Convert College Street and North Street to
•• Remove ramps along Church Street

•• Promote more seasonal and temporary

events and cultural programs
•• Feature Governor’s School student perfor-

mances throughout the year
Long-Term
•• Integrate art into infrastructure projects
as part of public space design
•• Expand music programming and venues in

downtown

URBAN DESIGN TOOLKIT
Short-Term
•• Develop small area plans and regulations
that define the intended character, and
building-to-building and building-to-street
relationships
•• Institute district-specific, form-based zon-

ing for each area
Long-Term
•• Enhance the capacity and expertise of City
Planning and Development staff to administer the regulations

•• Preserve the character of Augusta Road busi-

nesses and smaller commercial buildings,
paired with a pedestrian friendly street
Long-Term
•• Create an interconnected network of
multi-use paths and neighborhood parks
among residential, County Square, and
Falls Park
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